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Nintendo Switch Game Analysis: 

 

A. Name of the game: 

 

Super Smash bros. Ultimate 

 

A. Write down a summary of what the game is about: 

 

Smash bros Ultimate is the latest game in the smash bros line. As the name suggests it is the 

ultimate version of the series with all the characters that have been in any of the smash games 

and with ones that are new to this game.  

 

B.  Describe what the player does in the game: 

 

In this game you can choose from a variety of different modes from classic mode where you go 

through a series of battles as your selected character. There is also smash mode where you face 

off against AI opponents of varying levels from one to nine in timed matches or stock matches 

where the last person to lose all their lives wins. You can also fight your friends on the same 

system in the smash mode or if you have for people you can separate them into two teams and 

fight using one of the 74 characters. 

 

C. If the game includes some kind of exploration activity describe how this is done: 

   

In the campaign mode you start as the loveable pink ball Kirby as he explores the “world of 

light” in order to find and save the other 73 characters from the evil entity Galeem who has 

trapped your friends and is making puppet fighters that are being controlled by the spirits that 

are under Galeem’s control. When you defeat a puppet fighter you gain access to more of the 

map and get closer to Galeem and you will free the spirit from Galeem’s control and it will help 

you in battle. 

 

D.  If the game includes some kind of puzzle solving describe how the player solves puzzles: 

 

N/A 

 

E. If the game includes some kind of combat describe how the combat system works: 

 

In battle you fight on one of the over a hundred stages and fight using your many moves. When 

you are on the ground and press the A button you will preform what is called a jab. Each 

character has a unique jab but most of the time it is a series of quick punches in the target 

direction. When you are on the ground and press A and hold the control stick in any direction 

you will preform a tilt. Each character has 3 unique tilts a up tilt, a down tilt and a forward tilt. 
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When preforming any one tilt your character will attack in the target direction. When you are in 

the air and press the A button you will preform an aerial. Similar to tilts you have up aerials, 

down aerials and forward aerials, but in addition you have the neutral aerial which is preformed 

when you are in the air and press the A button and are not pressing the control stick. The last 

series of moves are your abilities. When you are on the ground  or in the air and press the B 

button you will preform an ability each character has four abilities that are unique to that 

character. You have neutral, forward, up, and down abilities. 

 

F. If you can play this game with other players describe how multiple people can play the game at 

the same time: 

 

If you want to play with other people you can go through the smash mode on the same system 

or you can play online with other people who have the same preferred rules as weather that is 

stock or time etc. You can play in the standard mode online or you can enter a battle arena were 

multiple people join and the looser waits in line while the next person in the line takes his place. 

 

G. Was this a fun game to play? Why or why not. 

 

This game was extremely fun to play and has been hailed as the best smash game so far by 

many. I loved how much replay ability there was as you can explore the different modes or play 

on different maps and learn new and fun characters to play as.  

 

H. If you think that the game could be better, explain how you think it could be better: 

 

N/A 

 

I. If you had problems when playing the game, what were the problems: 

N/A 


